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INTRODUCTION

Tbis Quatierly Tectiical Summa~covers thepefiod 1 Febmaw

through 30 April i973. It consolidates the repotisof Division 2

(Data Systems), Division4 (Air Traffic Control), and Division 8

(Solid State) onthe Advanced Electronic Techolo~ Program.
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DATA SYSTEMS

DIVISION 2

INTRODUCTION

This section of the repotiretiews progress duting the period

i February through 30 Apfil 1973 on Data Systems. Separate

repotis on Speech Understanding, Seismic Discrimination,

Education~ Technology, Radar Measurements. FM Inter-

active Graphics and ATC Surveillance and Communication

describe the work of Division 2 on these programs.

M.A. Herlin
Acting Head, Division2

I.L. Lebow
Associate Head
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Fig. 4. Yield map of 2-bit adder wafer titi 36-percent yield. Positions
of i37 good circuits h array of 38o are indicated byX.
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DIGITAL COMPUTERS

GROUP 23
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I. INTRODUCTION

Durtig this quafier, the first wafers for a comparator desi~ed for use in high-speed A/D

converters were processed. A 20-chip memory array was built ustig photolitbographic inter-

connection of plastic-embedded chips and the double-raster dispky system was connected to

TX-2.

II. INTEGRATED CIRCU2T PROCESSING

A. InteWated Circuit Fabrication

The first three wtiers of comparator circuits (see Sec. V-A) have been processed and func-

tionally tested. The transistors, which have 2.5-vm emitter tidths, were designed fOr an fT

of 2 Gflz. Yields at wafer function test for the three wafers were O, i 3 and 23 percent but tran-

sistor collector breakdow voltage is below specification. The mean static input-offset voltage

of worktig derices on the second wafer was 5 and 3 mV for the two comparators on each chip.

These relatively low offsets indicate good emitter geometry control. Parameter and AC tests

are in progress.

Our photolithography techniques have now been developed so that these wafers were processed

titb no errors that would have required resist stripping and recoating. The processing cycle

for one run was three weeks. Since marginal resist adhesion to metal (aluminum-silicon) con-

tinues to be the weakest link in the process, a resist evaluation study is h progress.

Tbe yield of functiomlly good 2-bit adder circtits at wafer probe test on seven wafers from

three runs was i 7 percent, ranging fmm O to 36 percent. Figure i tiows the map of good cir-

cuits on a wafer tith 36-percent yield. These circuits have a chip size of 50 x 55 roils. The

yield map indicates tie feasibility of our making moreeomplicated circuits on larger chips.

B. Dielectric Isolation

Since si~ficant improvementsin speed and size till follow from dielectric isolation of our

circuits, several isolation methode are being investigated. Some succe8s is being achieved in

groting heavily arsetic-doped epitatial layers for buried collectors. This till enable the pro-

duction ofthinner buried collectors of better crystalline quality tban we can make reliably tith

spin-on sources, ad till ease the problem of making cefiain types of dielectric isolation.

C. Metalization

Molybdenum films with resistitityof 6~7pohm-cm have been evaporated onto silicon tith

an electron-beam @n ina vacuum of 3 XiO torr. The substrate temperature must he held

near 475°C since molfidenum will alloy with si2icon at 525-C, and below 425° C the resistivity

is much higher. This film resistitity is near the molybdenum bulk resistivityof 5.6 pohm-cm

and twice the 3-pohm -cm resistitity of a t~ical aluminum film. Several two-level molybdenum

test chips have been packaged and are being life tested, in comparison with aluminum, for elec-

tromigration and other failure modes.



D. Electron-Beam Pattern Definition

A wafer of transistors tith 0.5- to 2-Fro emitter linetidths, has been fabricated while main-

taining the integrity of alignment benchmarks. The wafer had aDC parameter yield of 40 percent

but wasnottested for fTdueto the Mgh resistance oftbe nonepitaxial collector. Transistors

nowheing fabricated on epitaxial wafers till be tested for high- frequency behavior.

UI. PHOTOLITHOGMPHIC INTERCONNECTION OF PLASTIC-EMBEDDED
SEMICONDUCTOR CHIPS

A. Memory Arrays

AZo-chip, i024-bit memory array basbeenconstmcted and is Completely functional. The

h+rid array, shorn in Fig.2, is made from sitieen Intel 3iOi A64-bit memory chips, two de-

coder, and two latch chips. The passivated chips are cast on 0.250-inch centers in a polyester

Fig. 2. A20-chip memory array cast in polyester resin and interconnected
with three layers of nickel selectively deposited in grooves in photopoly -
merized polyester resin.

resin. A metal heat siti is plated directly to the backs of the chips througb photo formed

oPe”ings in the resin, Access to chip metalization is through 0.003-inch-square da holes in

a O.OOi -inch-thick photo formed polyester layer, and 0.002-inch-thick nickel is selectively depos-

ited in grooves in photopolperized polyester resin to form the interconnections. There are

three intercomecting layers. Power and ground lines are 0.050 inch tide and tbe signal lines

O,Oi O inch tide. The technology reliably permits formation of 0.005-inch-tide conductors.

The entire array is i+ by i+ inches in size. Memory accesq time is 50 nsec and the array

dissipates 7.5 W.
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B. Process Improvements

Animprovedtechiq”e has been developed for controlling resin-layer thickness during chip-

array construction. Agratity-controlled, time-pressure (weights) metbod for squeezing liquid

resin to a predetermined thickness on a leveled substrate is being used tith good repeatability.

C. Batch Packa@ng

Anumberof prototype multiple packages were molded tithetchd lead frames and dummy

silicon strips and then separated into individual units. Work is progressing on the next step of

interconnection of leads across the dice using photosensitive polyester and electroless plating

techniques.

IV. TESTING

A. Evaluation of i6-Transistor Test Groups

Two significant results have been obtained from futiber testing of the wafers tith transistors

of various geometries. Addition of a second collector contact has hada more significant effect

on both fT and current capability than any other geometry variation. Addtiga second base stripe

toa O.i-mil-tide emittei did not improve its current-handling capability. However, when the

emitter was tidened to 0.4 roil, the current capability doubled. Simple calculations shOw tie

dominant factors limiting fTinthese transistors are base transit time andc0llect0r char@ng

time.

B. Test Facility

AData General Nova 1230 computer tith 24,000 words of memory and two meting-headdiscs

has been purchased forcontrol of the wafer test facility. The TX-2 teet programs are being

rewritten in Fotiranto operate tith the Nova Real Time Disc Operating System. Design of a

hardware interface to the tester has been.

V. APPLICATIONS Am DESIGN ~DS

A. High-Speed Comparator

The CPi is a latched voltage comparator titended for use in high-speed analog-to-digital

converters. It consists of an input emitter- foflower pair, a differential amplifier, and a f3ip-

flop. Computer simulations predict that tith Z-GHZ transistors, the circuit should settle to

tithin 5 mV of an input step in about i neec, have a turn-on regenerative time constant of less

than 0.3 nsec, and be usable tith unlatch pulses i nsec tide. With a power dissipation of 60 mW

per circuit, it should be feasible to integrate eight on a chip. The titial implementation is two

circuits tith different output stages on a chip.

B. C-Circuit and Arbiter

Tbe masks for the consensus circuit have been laid out and the mask design for tie XC-tmnek-

diode arbiter is near completion.

C. Double-Raster Display System

The double-raster display is now operational tith the C4 and Tx-2 computers. The display

generates a high-resolution flicker-free picture by drating all horizontal lines during a horizontal

5
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Fig. 3. IC la~”t on Double Raster Display.. All lines are dram on or halfway between
grid lines. Two !$levelsm are shorn at different intensity.

~aster scan period, and all vefiical lines during a vertical raster scan period. Figure 3 is a

photograph of the 8- x i O-inch CRT screen shoting a pofiion of the 2-bit adder circuit layout.

A set of user-level programs is now available which allows a limited number of commands for

the manipulation of line segments. A section of an integrated circuit mask was manuaUy entered

using these commands. Scrolling operations, which reqtire meting data files off and on the

TX-2 drum, are now worktig and enable the creation and inspection of arbitrarily large Pictures.

Routines are being written for moring and copying of components. Overall system performance

is expectd to demonstrate si~ificant advantages over etisting integrated circuit mask desire

systems.

6
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DIGITAL PROCESSORS

GROUP 24

I

1. CURRENT PROGRAM

The Lincoti Laboratory speech processor program is pursuing the goal of specifflngappro-

priate vocoder hardware cotiig”rations fordefeme communication applications. Pati of our

effotis to date has been directed toward fully digitized versions of analog vocoders preciously

constmcted at Lincoln Laboratory for use at 24oo, 4800 and 96OO bits per second (bps). These

vocoders had acceptable voice quality and the digitized versions are expected to be compact and

low priced. hotherpatiof ourefforts has been directed toward analysis, simulation andim-

plementationof Linear Predictive Cding (LPC) vocoders.

Adigital filter chamelvocoder has been designed and a simulation on the FDPis now being

debugged. This Simulation wfilaidintbe detailed design decisions for register and coefficient

lengths. Thevocoderdesi@is a digital equivalent of ai6-channel voc~er operating at -24oo

or 48OObps, tith a time waveform pitch efiractor. It is estimated that mder 400 dual-in-line

logic packages could implement this vocoder at under 50 W of necessary power.

A simulation study of the LPC vocoder is continutig. At the present time, a complete anal-

ysis and swthesis simulation exists on the FDP tith both Atal and Markel analysis schemes

implemented. It is possible to code several parameters including direct form filter coefficients,

reflection coefficients, area functions, and roots of the filter pol~omial. Several coding studies

are under way, tith patiicular emphasis on coding roots. These roots are effectively speech

formants and should be insensitive to coding and quantization noises.

11. NEW AREAS

In addition to the work described above, new effotis are beginting in pitch detection research

and in tbe development of an evaluation facility. The etiraction of pitch itiormation from the

speech si~al as pati of both channel and LPC vocoders remains an important issue. Past channel

vocoders desi~ed at Lincoti Laboratory have used s%called ntime domainm techniques for de-

rivtig this period meamrement. This approach has been successful in reducing errors associ-

ated tith such signals and has helped to improve the quality of naturalness of the s~thetic output

speech. The cost and complexity of such pitch etiractors must be reduced by careful study of

the signal-processing requirements in the light of present logic development in the low-speed

MOS area. Presently, a time domain pitch etiractor designed and constructed for a recent

vocoder equipment has been simulated on the FDP and is used in several vocoder simulations

includtig an LPC mode. Other pitch etiractors till be investigated in both simulation and im-

plementation studies. The problem of pitch etiraction on telephone speech (with low frequencies

absent) ii an ongoing one that needs renewed study.

Work is begiming on the implementation of real-time simulation programs of channel and

LPC vocoders as well as a real-time simulation system. The system till facilitate comparison

of real-the vocoder simuktions in conversational mode use.
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COMPUTER SYSTEMS

GROUP 28

Anew version of the CMS time-sharing system has been generated, andisbeingused on an

~xPerime”tal basis. This version, 3.i, is more compatible witbthebatcb (0 S/360) OPerating

system, and shows positive indications of higher levels of system performance.

ktbe GrapMcs area, some si@ficant e~ancements have been made to tie so ftware for the

4060 microfilm plotter. Thenewaubroutines protide tie capability toplotustig a polar coordi-

nate system directly. The ability to generate 3-dimensioml plots ona CRT terminal as well

as the 4060 microfilm plotter is protided on the time-sharing system now. Additiomlly, some

of the new subroutties give the user the ability to generate bar graphs.

The integrity of CP/67 has been efianced by providing a capability to recover from memory

data failures. Machine check processing has been modified to allow the time-sharing system

to continue operation in a degraded mode, should a storage data check occur in a user area. The

particular page in main memory is removed from user space, and marked permanently unavail-

able. This techtique till protide much greater reliability to time-sharing operations.

System per formancefor CP/67 for the first quarter of *973 showeda significant improve-

ment. By the addition of one memory module in the foutih quatier of 1972, the time-sharing

system has been able to increase from 47 to 53 the average number of user8 served. The time

spent in user program execution was raised from an average of 58 to 63 percent, guaranteeing

the same level of system responsiveness to the additional su users being served. System wait

time was reduced from an average of 8 to 3 percent.

The major effort onthebatch processing system (0 S/360) has consisted in the application of

programming fixes to various components of the system, inpatiicular, the Fortran compilers

and tbe data set utility IEHMOVE. Effoti was also spent in generating graphic reports for more-

uaeful interpretation of system performance data. These reports were helpful in the desi~ of

system improvements which are currently being implemented. These improvements are intended

to ease the etiemal operation of the system rather tban increase significantly the performance

level which is registering aPProximately 90-percent CPUutilization for the refllar and controlled

system combined. The improvements consist of new ~SP operator commands to facilitate job

scheduling based on estimated mn time, and/or class and changes to the HASP dispatcher to

recognize and schedule priority jobs, backlog jobs, CPU bound and 1/0 bound jobs.
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AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL

DIVISION 4

INTRODUCTION

The Air Traffic Control Di”ision at Lincoh Laborato~ is engaged

in studies and development programs for the Federal Aviation

Administration and the Transpotiation Systems Center of the De-

patiment of Transpotiation. These activities are described in

other repotis. In addition, three small tasks being conducted for

the Air Force are repotied herein: (1) studies of microwave

landtig systems in suppofi of the NATO tidustrial Advisog Group

(NWG), (2) the construction of a computer- dri”en airborne display

for the SEEK BUS program, and (3) studies of the TPN-19 system

for the Terminal Control Program Office at ESD.

H. G. Weiss
Head, Division 4

P. R. Drouilhet
Associate Head

W. I. Wells
Assistant Head
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AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL

DIVISION 4

The following three tasks are being carried out with Air Force suppofi.

1. APPWACH AND LANDING SYSTEMS

Effoti in suppoti of Lincoti Laborato~’s patiicipation as a U.S. tectiical representative to

the NATO kdust rial AdtisoW Group (NMG ) Subgroup i (SG-4 ) has been continuing. Subgroup i

is ti the process of assessing several alternative concepts for a NATO approach and lmding

system for the post-i 975 period.

Some of the concepts mder active consideration are pati of the U.S. MLS program; however.

several “ground derived” 8ystems* under quite active consideration are not pati of the program.

A key area k this assessment is the effects of coherent interference (multipath). The re-

sults of a coherent interference (multipath) simulation by the Electronics Research Lahoratoq

(ELAB) of the Nomegian Institute of ‘Teckology becae available during this repoti period.

PreEmina~ examination of these ELAB results suggests that

(a) There was no major difference in multipath perfomace between the more-
promistig tir- and gromd-derived systems at the model ai~otis, given similar
apetiures and mtema locations.

(b) Scattertig from stationa~ aircraft near the approach end of the mnway is a major
source of error for the more -promiskg systems.

A dettiled examination of several of tbe scattering models used k the ELAB study is betig

wdetiaken to better define the tecbical validity of the results.

~. AIRBORNE G~HICAL DISPLAY

Assembly has been completed of all major components of the eqertiental airborne graptic

display eqtipment which till be used with the SEEK BUS data Ii&. The hardware is currentlY

being tested b the LaboratoV. ~rtig the nefi quafier, it will be interfaced tith the SEEK

BUS equipment -d a complete system check will be performed involving all the hardware and

software.

Plms are betig fomdated for installation and ~ght testtig of the &splay in an aircraft

equipped with the SEEK BUS data temtial. Both tactical ad air traffic control applications of

the display will be demonstrated ud evaluated. FHght tests during FY 74 are contingent upon

the availability of aim raft md sumeillance facilities.

III. TPN-i 9 (GCA) STUDIES

h continuing suppoti of the ESD Tednd Control Program Office, the Laborato~ hs

t~en pati in a retiew by ESD of the effectiveness of the TPN-49 system. h patiicular, sev-

eral alternatives to the PAR have been examined with a view to both lower cost and impmved

petiomwce in hea~ rah. Two promistig c~didates appear to be (a) an interferometer based

on the ATCRBS beacons, md (b) the addition Of ~@tal DOppler P~cess~g tO a mOdified

TPN-i 9 PAR. Work on these tasks is contenting.

* These are sytiems which perfom direction ftidng on a signal emitted by an aircraft md then
transmit its coortiates to the aircrdt tia a digital data Efi.
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SOLID STATE

DIVISION 8

INTRODUCTION

This section of the report summarizes progrese during

the period i February through 30 April 1973 on Solid

State Research projects funded primarily by the Air

Force. The Solid State Research Repoti for the same

period describes this workof Ditision8in moredetail.

A.L. Mc~orter
Head, Division 8

P.E. Tannenwald
Associate Head
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SOLID STATE

DIVISION 8

1. SOLfD STATE D32VICE RESEARCH

CW output power up to 24o mW and single-mode power up to 52 mWhav~been observedin

stripe -geometry PbS diode lasers operated near liquid helium temperature. This output power,

which represents m increase by more than an Order-o f-magtitude over preciously observed

power levels inlead-chalcogetide lasers, has been acbieved through anumberof siflificant

developments inthetechnology of these lasers, including tbe use of. higher-quality material

than waspretiously available, the formation of diffused stripe- junctions using photolithographic

techniques, and improved procedures for tie formation of low-resistmce contacts. The meas-

ured output power corresponds to an overall etiernal quantum efficiency of 16 percent and an

incremental etiernal ~ant”m efficie”cyof 22 percent. An incremental internal q“mtum effi -

ciencyof 44 percent ad an internal loss coefficient of 15 cm -i
have been deduced by reflection-

coating one of the laser end-faces.

HgCdTe photodiodes desi~ed forhigh-speed heterod~e applications at 10.6 pm have been

fabricated by Hg-diffusion titop-t~e crystals tith analloy composition of about i9 percent

CdTe. A 3-dB roll-off frequency in excess of 800 ~z has been measured forthese diodes by

heterod~ing atunable PbSnTediode laser titiaftied-frequency CO2 laser. The high-frequency

quantum efficiency was typically 40 percent, md local-oscillator-noise-limited operation was

observed at 400 ~z tith about i rnW of C02 laser power. Heterodpe si~alshave been ob -

served at frequencies up to 20 GHz by beating a standard C02 laser with an isotope C02 laser.

IL QUANTUM ELECTRONICS

Room-temperature GaAs lasers operated inan etiernal grating controlled cavity have given

high output power (3 W inanarrow emission line (0.04 rim). The lasers are wavelength tunable

over an 18-nm range. The de fices were fabricated from single hetero8tructure AlxGal-xAs/

GaAs material, titb one cleaved face suitably antireflection-coated for etiernal catity operation.

Fluorescence studies of neodymium metapbosphate (NdP309) have heen carried out. An
4energy level stmcture for F3/2. 41ii/2, and 419/2

manifolds is proposed. For the sample

studied, the decay time of the 890-nm fluorescence is found to be 44* 3 #sec.

Studies have been made oftbe linear andnon2inear optical propefiies of the chalcopyrite

structure materials CdGeAs2 and AgGaSe2. Mitimum absorption constants are found which are

smaller than preciously reported values. Measurements of the index of refraction as a function

of wavelength have been made, and damage stidies have been cartied out on AgGaSez. CW sum

frequency mixing has been observed titb output at 3.55pm (sum of COand C02 laser frequencies)

as well as difference frequency miting between i2.2 and i3 #m (differences between CO and C02

laser frequencies).

Measurements have been made of the oxygen broadening coefficients of several water-vapor

transitions in the 5-pm region. Variations inthe ratio of nitrogen-to-oxygen broadening coeffi-

cients have been found which range from %.1 to i.8. Apositivepreswre shift has been observed

in ati for the 63 ~- 50 5 transition at i946.35 cm-i. A detailed study has been made of thelow-
.,

pressure Doppler-broadened profile of this line.
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The Bridgman method is betig used tO grOw imprOved single crYstals Of CdGeAsZ and

AgGaSe2, two promistig matetials for nOfiinear Optical applications in tie i~rared. The best

CdGeAs2 crystal prepared so far contains a region of about 200 mm3 suitable fOr nO~inear ex-

periments, compared titb a volume of 4 mm3 repotied in the literature.

The microstructure and electrical resistitity of sputtered MgO-Au cermet films have been

investigated as functions of the substrate temperature durtig deposition. Films deposited at

substrate temperatures of i 00 “C or less have low sheet resistitities, probably because they

contain numerous Au filaments about i Km long.

The crystal stmcture of NdP309 bas been determined by analysis of intensity data obtatied

in x-ray cliff raction mea surements on a flux-grow single crystal. The structir e, which is

otiorhombic, consists of chains of comer-shared P04 tetr~edra and zig-zag chains Of edge-

Wared Nd08 oct~edra, both rmfing along the c -aMs.

IV. PH=ICS OF SOMDS

Investigation of the kinetics of the hig~y efficient blue upconvetiing phosphor NaYo ~97no ,20

F has been essentially completed.Tmo.oo3 ~ The rate equations which were set up have been

solved numerically and give good agreement tith the e~erimental time dependence of the emis-

sion at i. 84 and 0.81 pm; the results at 0.475 pm, however, give a poor fit at long times (large

populations) due to saturation effects.

In another phase of the phosphor progam, polaron effects are being studied theoretically

in the ZnTe O system which has high optical quantum efficiencies and interesting idrared stimu-

lation propetiies. The polaron mdel being examined considers an electron trapped to a square

well potential and coupled to LO phonons as well.

Detailed differential sputtering studies were carried out on secondary -electron-etitting

films of MgO-Au cermete, by using Auger spectroscopy tO mOnitOr tie surface cOmPOsitiOn Of

the films during argon-ion bombardment. The bombardment produced a stable MgO-rich surface

layer which gave higher yields ad lower crossover vOltages frOm thick films, ~fiOut char@ng,

than would have been possible if the surface had retained tbe bulk composition.

By ustig lasers ad a Fourier interferometer, high-resolution far-itirared ma~eto-optic

studies of hydrogetic shallow donors ti very high-purity epit~al n-type GaAs have revealed a

doublet structure which is of comparable ma@tude (at the same average ma~etic-field value)

to that observed for cyclotron re son~ce. Tbe splittings have been identified as arising from

differences between Spti-up and spin-dom energies due to the nonparabolicity of the binds. In

both cases, m $ ma~etic-field variation is found for the splitttig, although the mapitide of

the splitting does not agree (by a factor-of-3) titb spin-spfit cyclotron-resonance calculations

ustig the 6-band Kane model.

v. MICROELECTRO~CS

As a means of etiending the upper-temperature operating range, the EBS diodes bare been

fabricated tith a moltidenum-gold metafization in place of the pretious aluminum-gold system.

The diode-processing and fabrication results tith tbe Mo-Au met~ization have been very satis-

factory, and operational tests of the diodes are under way.

Preliminary wrk has started on tbe materials and masks for the advanced 2.i -GHz ~S

diodes.
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An automatic system for measuring the density and tiickness of the epitaxial layers for EBS

diodes and other semiconductor detices has been desi~ed, tested, and put into operation.

Prototype charge-coupled detices have been fabricated for use in a satellite earth hotizon

sensor, and the initial testing for charge transfer efficiency, leakage, and 1/0 characteristics

is currentiy in progress.

The balance of the equipment required for our Ka-band GaAs diode packating facility was

received, installed, and put into operation. Carefd control of our procedures has enabled us

to package these diodes titb a mitimum of shift in tieir characteristics, which are monitored

and individually documented throughout the process. Approximately sifiy of these packaged

diodes have been furtished to the LES-8/9 project for preliminary testing. These diodes are

to be characterized ati evaluated to select those suitable for stress- ad me-testing at various

levels of junction temperature.
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